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“Give me fever and I can cure every disease”
Hippocrates was speaking to us 2300 years ago in reference
to the Greeks’ use of hot baths to induce fever to fight disease.
Pyrotherapy (pyro=fire) is the term that describes procedures
that induceartificial fevers to fight disease including the
injection of sodium chloride andvarious vaccines.
In the 1900’s, osteopaths used heating tanks to induce fever.
Physicianstoday use a thermatron to fight infectious disease
and even to treat cancer in conjunction with small doses of
anti-cancer drugs. However, this treatmentleaves low grade
burns and localized pain behind.
Enter the BIOMAT
In 1997, the Richway Corporation, Fuji BioScience and
Texas Instruments, developed and produced an amazing
medical device --- the Far Infrared/Amethyst BIOMAT. This
was done using the scientific discoveries of NASA’s health
research regarding far infrared rays and knowledge of the
superior conducting properties of amethyst and tourmaline
to generate negative ions. This led to the creation of a state
of the art instrument with the ability to send healing infrared
light 6”-8” into the tissues while at the same time infusing
the body with fortifying negative ions. The choice was
made to put the far infrared technology and the amethyst/
tourmaline crystals into a comfortable mat that one would
simply lie down and rest or sleep upon.
Far infrared rays are anti-viral, anti-bacterial and anti-fungal
and can therefore be beneficial in the treatment of a variety
of diseases. Negative ions are instrumental in balancing
the metabolism by activating healthy enzyme function in
the cells of the body. They assist in creating the proper
alkaline environment in body chemistry, in the excretion
of cellular waste, in nutrient absorption and in boosting
immunity and balancing hormonal functions. Further,
negative ionsare necessary to balance serotonin levels in the
brain, assist in proper sleep, help detox heavy metals. They
are anti-inflammatory, dissolve cysts and fat globules, aid
circulation and raise internal body temp to normal, reduce
edema, move lymph and stimulate endorphin production
which relieves pain, stress and anxiety and keeps the
musculoskeletal system elastic!! This technology presents
itself as a solution to a myriad of healthcare problems.
Envision yourself comfortably relaxing on the BIOMAT
as the warming, soothing infrared rays pass through the

layers of amethyst/tourmaline, permeating their healing light
energy deep within your body bringing with it the negative
ions so vital to life itself.
The American Medical Association says inflammation is
underlying cause of most disease. Studies are continuing to
document the healing benefits of “hot gemstone therapy”,
negative ions being superconducted with far infrared rays –
as in the BIOMAT. With medical expenses going soaring and
contagious diseases andcancer becoming epidemic, this
self care technology presents a solution forthe twenty first
century. The BIOMAT can help us endure and even thrive.
The makers of the BIOMAT wanted it to be taken seriously
as an aid to healingand spent a million dollars to have
it go through the rigors of the FDA processto become an
FDA approved medical device. In Japan, Dr. Nobuhiro
Yoshimizu, M.D. PhD, the Director of Yokohama General
Hospital, has authored, “The Fourth Treatment for Medical
Refugees - Thermotherapy in the New Century” which
documents his pioneering work using the BIOMAT in his
breakthrough protocols to successfully treat cancer. This
healing modality is being used in six Japanese hospitals and
getting great results!
According to Dr. Yoshimizu’s research, the infrared light
within the mat heats to 158 degrees but does not burn healthy
tissue and is comfortable to the body, which disperses the
heat. The head is kept cool by the use of an amethyst pillow
which is not heated. Conversely, the malignant tumor cells
don’t have enough vascularity to disperse the heat and so
they become hotter than healthy tissue. Tumor cells tend
to be more acidic and are more heat sensitive. Therefore,
when the temperature of the body is increased to more
than 42 degrees Celsius, just under 108 degrees Fahrenheit,
cancer cells are more likely to die naturally.
Repetitive treatments of resting or sleeping on the BIOMAT
for 40 minutes to anhour will cause cancer cells to weaken,
quit reproducing and even die. Healthy cells thrive under
the heat and produce an interferon like substance that
also inhibits tumor growth. In Japan, physicians employ
only a 10% to 20% dose of anti-cancer drugs or very low
dose radiation because the tumors are already weakened.
They are able to cure 70% of Stage 4 cancer in healthy
individuals, those who are able to walk and eat well with
nutritional protocols, infrared and negative ion therapy
through the BIOMAT, low dose radiation and chemotherapy.
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